Abstract. In general, the flow of detailed data through the physical sensing of the mechanical system and the analysis of the production process is important as well as the development of the CPS(cyber-physical system) system in smartizing the production plant. In this study, stream is composed of three main fields in order to make fabric factory as smart factory. The three streams are divided into a knitting process, a dyeing process, and a sewing process. It can be made into a system that can monitor and manage the fabric production process as an integrated system by connecting the three separated streams. Physical sensors are developed and applied to the textile machines used in the three streams, and software programs for collecting and delivering data was performed together to construct a system for data collection per stream.

1 Introduction

The world textile market size is 73.8 million tons in 2010, and the industrial scale is composed of clothing > industrial > life style. In order to accommodate the marketing strategies of the apparel companies and ensure the sustainability of the order receipt in such market conditions, it is necessary to construct a flexible production system that enables immediate production according to orders and a production system for collaboration between streams to cope with small orders and large orders. The major production methods of apparel industry in each country are changing from finished production business to CMT(cut, make, trim). Therefore, it is necessary to cooperate with each other in the stream because the fabric producers require accurate delivery time and quality. As apparel brands increase inventory control, reordering, small quantity, mass production, timely delivery, and planning management, programming development has been carried out in connection with the development of software for linkage between planning and design work of apparel brands. In this study, it is required to develop a smart manufacturing system that can exchange ICT-based inter-stream production formation because it requires a high-productivity collaboration system for timely production/delivery and flexible production of hit products.[1-2]
2 CPS in textile factory

Detailed functional design of equipment and system for the development of high productivity cyber-physical system (CPS) for smart factory, and function concept setting per unit system wear carried out.[3-4]

2.1 CPS system configuration

2.1.1 System Architecture

The design of cyber-physical system architecture for the development of a smart manufacturing system is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. Architecture of CPS system configuration.](image)

2.1.2 Process Simulator-modeling

The process of a smart factory is defined as a typical discrete event system (DES) because it consists of a number of resources (equipment, workers, work) and independent events (unit operations). Therefore, modelling is performed using Petri Net, which provides flexibility in finite resource modelling and model-based analytic performance evaluation among DES modelling tools.[5] Figure 2 shows the configuration sewing factory DES simulation.

![Figure 2. Sewing Factory DES Simulator.](image)
2.1.3 Process Simulator-data packet

The data structure of process simulator is made through process modelling using Petri Net model. The data packet consists of 4M (Man, Machine, Material, Method) data of individual process for management of manufacturing process. Figure 3 shows 2-way channel information configuration for CPS-based production management.

![Figure 3. 2-way channel information configuration for CPS-based production management.]

2.2 Knitting / Dyeing / Apparel Stream

The knitting / dyeing / apparel stream defines the sensor information detected in each machine, the respective machine status information, and the related information of the production fabric in association with the PDM through each POP terminal. Figure 4 shows three streams configuration of the connection through each configuration and data transfer.

![Figure 4. Three streams configuration of the connection through each configuration and data transfer.]

3 Machine sensor data transferring and software programming
The smart process system was constructed by hardware parts sensor board and module development, communication and monitoring software programming of knitting machine in knitting stream. In dyeing stream, a software program for data collection was developed according to the dyeing process and a system for smart monitoring was constructed. In order to make the sewing machine smart in the apparel stream, the monitoring program and the system were constructed by the sensor development and application.[6]

**Figure 5.** PDM function design and development in knitting stream.

Figure 5 shows the development of simulation technology using saved information after creating and storing knitting information (Meta Data) such as yarn information, bar information, and machine information based on seven bars in the knitting system.

**Figure 6.** PDM and POP system design and development in dyeing stream.
Figure 6 shows PDM and POP programming and system development to implement CPS in dyeing stream. In order to collect work performance information (process terminal/sensing) in the preprocessing process, the system collects actual data and plans for collecting work performance information by process through the POP system using the terminal, RFID card, and sensing data linking method in the field.

Figure 7. Sewing machine data monitoring and sensing system development in apparel stream.

In Figure 7, sensors such as laser sensor proximity sensor, and encoder were applied to collect mechanical information in the sewing machine to check the bobbin rotation state, under-thread volume, stitch number control and upper-thread supply status. The collected data is displayed on the monitor and transferred to the upper level POP and PDM to form an apparel stream.

4 Conclusions

In the textile industry, information integration and transmission among multiples streams is an important factor for smart factory applications. In addition, the current state of each machine and the process status of each stream should be applied to sensors and software programmed to collect data. In this study, we developed a system to apply smart factory in each stream by classifying streams into knitting, dyeing, and apparel fields. The smooth flow of data between streams is likely to transform the textile industry into a more innovative production environment.

The next study requires the development of a system that can manage all the streams from the apparel order to the finished product by monitoring each stream in the entire system by grouping the streams together.
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